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Two BrahMos Surface-to-Surface missile tests were conducted at Trak Island in
the Andaman Nicobar group of islands over the last two days, the Indian Air Force
(IAF) said. The twin firings have been carried out as a part of the routine operational
training on October 21 and 22, IAF said in a statement. The missile engaged the
designated mock targets close to 300 km away and a direct hit on the target was
achieved in both the cases, IAF stated. This has enhanced IAF’s capability to
engage grounds targets with pin-point accuracy from a mobile platform, the
statement added. BrahMos is a supersonic cruise missile jointly developed by
India and Russia.

Source: https://www.thehindu.com/
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UNNATI BATCH 2 Inaugurated

During the 50th anniversary of the United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful uses of Outer Space
(UNISPACE+50), India announced a capacity building training programme UNNATI (UNispace Nanosatellite Assembly
&Training by ISRO) on Nanosatellites development in three batches for international participants from countries around
the world. First batch of UNNATI Programme was conducted from 15th January to 15th March 2019 wherein 29 participants
from 17 countries had benefitted. The second batch of UNNATI programme was inaugurated by Chairman, ISRO/
Secretary, DOS, Dr. K. Sivan at U. R. Rao Satellite Centre (URSC), Bangalore, October 15, 2019 in the presence of
Director, URSC, Mr. P. Kunhikrishnan and Senior programme officer, UNOOSA (UN Office for Outer Space Affairs) Mr.
Luc St-Pierre. In the second batch, 30 participants from 16 countries (Bahrain, Bangladesh, Belarus, Bolivia, Brunei
Darussalam, Colombia, Kenya, Mauritius, Nepal, Nigeria, Peru, Republic of Korea, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Tunisia, and
Vietnam) are participating and second batch will be conducted till December 15, 2019. The course comprises of a
combination of theoretical coursework and hands-on training. As part of theoretical coursework, the participants are
taken through basics of satellite technology (Module 1) and nanosatellites (Module 2). The participants would be
introduced to the design aspects of satellites, the various subsystems of a satellite and their functionality, configuration
evolution and post-launch mission operations. As part of hands-on training, all participants are introduced to Assembly,
Integration and Testing (AIT) of Nanosatellites in the labs of URSC. The programme promises to be very useful for the
participants as well as the sponsored agencies/countries as it opens the arena for Nano satellite technology in their
respective country. With this initiative, India is sharing its vast experience in satellite technology with other nations.

Source: https://www.ISRO.gov.in

Chandrayaan-2 begins spectroscopic studies of lunar surface

Imaging Infrared Spectrometer (IIRS) on-board Chandrayaan-2 is designed to measure the reflected sunlight and
emitted part of Moon light from the lunar surface in narrow and contiguous spectral channels (bands) ranging from
~800 – 5000 nanometer (0.8-5.0 micrometer (µm)). It uses a grating to split and disperse the reflected sunlight (and
emitted component) into different spectral bands. The major objective of IIRS is to understand the origin and evolution
of the Moon in a geologic context by mapping the lunar surface mineral and volatile composition using signatures in
the reflected solar spectrum. The first illuminated image of the lunar surface was acquired by IIRS. The image covers
part of the lunar farside in the northern hemisphere. Few prominent craters are seen in the image (Sommerfield,
Stebbins and Kirkwood). Preliminary analysis suggests that IIRS could successfully measure the variations in the
reflected solar radiation that bounces off the lunar surface from different kinds of surface types, namely, crater central
peaks (e.g., Stebbins), crater floors (e.g., Stebbins and Sommerfield), very fresh reworked ejecta associated with
small craterlets within the crater floor of a large crater (e.g., Sommerfield) and also the sun-illuminated inner rims of
craters (e.g., Kirkwood). The variations in the spectral radiance are primarily due to the mineralogical/compositional
variations that exist in the lunar surface and also due to the effect of space weathering. More detailed analysis that
follows is expected to yield important results on the heterogeneity of lunar surface composition.

Source: https://www.ISRO.gov.in

Initial imaging and observations by Chandrayaan-2 Dual-Frequency Synthetic Aperture Radar (DF-SAR)

Moon has been continuously bombarded by meteorites, asteroids and comets since its formation. This has resulted
in the formation of innumerable impact craters that form the most distinct geographic features on its surface. Impact
craters are approximately circular depressions on the surface of the moon, ranging from small, simple, bowl-shaped
depressions to large, complex, multi-ringed impact basins. In contrast to volcanic craters, which result from explosion
or internal collapse, impact craters typically have raised rims and floors that are lower in elevation than the surrounding
terrain. The study of the nature, size, distribution and composition of impact craters and associated ejecta features
reveal valuable information about the origin and evolution of craters. Weathering processes result in many of the crater
physical features and ejecta material get covered by layers of regolith, making some of them undetectable using
optical cameras. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is a powerful remote sensing instrument for studying planetary
surfaces and subsurface due to the ability of the radar signal to penetrate the surface. It is also sensitive to the
roughness, structure and composition of the surface material and the buried terrain. Previous lunar-orbiting SAR
systems such as the S-band hybrid-polarimetric SAR on ISRO’s Chandrayaan-1 and the S & X-band hybrid-polarimetric
SAR on NASA’s LRO, provided valuable data on the scattering characterisation of ejecta materials of lunar impact



craters. However, L & S band SAR on Chandraayan-2 is designed to produce greater details about the morphology and
ejecta materials of impact craters due to its ability of imaging with higher resolution (2 - 75m slant range) and full-
polarimetric modes in standalone as well as joint modes in S and L-band with wide range of incidence angle coverage
(9.5° - 35°). In addition, the greater depth of penetration of L-band (3-5 meters) enables probing the buried terrain at
greater depths. The L & S band SAR payload helps in unambiguously identifying and quantitatively estimating the
lunar polar water-ice in permanently shadowed regions. A convenient approach towards discerning the radar information
is to prepare images using two derived parameters, ‘m’ the degree of polarization and ‘ä’ the relative phase between the
transmit-receive polarized signals. These parameters are used to generate colour composite images with ‘even-bounce’,
‘volume or diffused’ and ‘odd-bounce’ scatterings of a pixel represented in red (R), green(G), and blue (B) image planes,
respectively. The genesis of the scattering mechanism is as illustrated in Figure 1. Figure 2 is one of the m- ä
decomposition images from the first datasets acquired over lunar south polar regions in L-band high-resolution (2mslant-
range resolution) hybrid polarimetric mode. It is important to note that the obtained resolution is one-order better than
the earlier best by a lunar-radar. This image presents many interesting facts about the secondary craters of different
ages and origins in the lunar South Polar Region. The yellowish tone around crater rims in the image shows ejecta
fields. The distribution of ejecta fields, whether uniformly distributed in all directions or oriented towards a particular
side of a crater, indicates the nature of the impact.  The image shows craters of vertical impact and oblique impact on
the top-right and bottom-right, respectively. Similarly, the roughness of the ejecta materials associated with the impact
craters indicates the degree of weathering a crater has undergone. Three similar sized craters along a row on the
bottom-right of the image show examples of young crater, moderately weathered crater and an old degraded crater.
Many of the ejecta fields seen in the image are not visible in high-resolution optical image over the same region,
indicating the ejecta fields are buried beneath regolith layers. Chandrayaan-2 Orbiter’s DF-SAR has been operated in
full-polarimetry mode- a gold standard in SAR polarimetry, and is the first-ever by any planetary SAR instrument.
Figure 3 shows an L-band fully-polarimetric, 20m slant-range resolution image of Pitiscus-T crater. The image is a
colour composite of different transmit-receive polarization responses of the imaged region.

Source: https://www.ISRO.gov.in/

Will drones reduce manpower demands in future?

In a world driven by data, government organisations, commercial firms and private citizens are increasingly turning to
drones generate critically important information to help with decision-making. No longer a novelty or a recreational toy,
drones have wide applications from land surveying to disaster management to tax collection, explained Dr Giridhar
Sharma, CEO of Icon Surveyors, a drone company which began operations in 1996. Dr Sharma, who was speaking on
the sidelines of a lecture night, on the application of drones in civil engineering, explained that India is on the verge of
being the fastest growing markets for drones. There are currently 18-20 commercial drone companies in Bengaluru, the
majority of which are engaged in surveying work. However, Mr Sharma cautioned that the number of operators is set to
increase in coming years, placing demands on a regulatory system which many operators complained was broken.
Every drone operator is supposed to obtain flying permission from the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), but
the online permissions system is dogged by inoperability. “DGCA guidelines need to be amended. The proposed digital
sky initiative which will bring accountability to drone flights needs to be implemented sooner,” said Mr Yuvraj G N,
project engineer and drone pilot for Icon. With the DGCA’s system on the blink, drone operators usually take to
informing police about upcoming flights, which Mr Yuvraj added was an ad hoc way of dealing with an immediate
problem. ‘We fully expect drones to cut down on manpower in the near future. Consider a 500-acre plot of land. To
survey such a landmass using traditional terrestrial methods, a team of 10-15 would require a month’s time. Using a
drone, however, a single drone operator could have that parcel of land surveyed in 2-3 days, with another 2 days to
process the data for the client,’ he said. The BBMP is inclined to agree. In July 2018, the Palike announced that it will
use unmanned aerial systems (UAVs) to survey the city, in order to better identify those buildings which have flouted
civil codes and to help the corporation with property tax collection. While the Rs 800 cr project has since stalled, drone
companies say that there is no dearth of work. Icon said that 30% of its work is for the government while the remaining
60% are for private companies or individuals.

Source: https://www.deccanherald.com/

ISRO building 50 spacecrafts within next 30 months: Dr. V Narayanan

Learning should be continuous as our former President Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan used to say. Because the habit of
reading is one of the greatest resources of mankind,” Dr. V Narayanan, director, Liquid Propulsion Systems



Centre, ISRO, said here. Dr. Narayanan, an authority on cryogenic propulsion, who was the guest of honour at the
17th annual convocation of Sardar Vallabhbhai National Institute of Technology (SVNIT), described several achievements
of ISRO in his speech. “In 1967, we launched the first indigenously developed rocket. Today we have developed a
number of rockets and five generations of launch vehicles from SLV3 to GSLV MK-III. From the humble beginning with
the launch of spacecraft Aryabhatta with help of Russia, we have till now launched 343 spacecrafts,” he said. Dr.
Narayanan said ISRO was building 50 spacecrafts within next two and half years. Prof. Anil D. Sahasrabudhe, chairman,
All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), was the chief guest at the convocation where 1,203 students were
conferred degrees by the senate in the presence of their parents. Of those who received their degrees, 727 were
students of BTech, 259 of MTech., 80 of PhD and 137 of MSc. Prof Sahasrabudhe pointed out that SVNIT was
currently ranked 58th in the country among the engineering colleges and that it has made an improvement by three
ranks. “The SVNIT has all the infrastructure and potential to be placed among top 30 colleges. SVNIT is good enough
to compete with the IITs,” he said. “Educational institutes should keep on improving like the industries. We should also
revive curriculum and undertake teacher training,” Prof Sahasrabudhe added. In his welcome address, SVNIT director
S R Gandhi shared details about the progress made by the institute. He said the SVNIT researchers had undertaken
65 research and development projects worth Rs30 crore in the recent past.

Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com

Integrate natural and social sciences: CSIR chief

Natural and social sciences should be integrated to address challenges being faced by humanity, according to Mr
Shekhar C Mande, Secretary, DSIR and Director-General, Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR). He
was speaking at the inaugural session of the second Triennial Congress on Geosciences for Sustainable Development
Goals at CSIR- National Geophysical Research Institute here. An integrated approach for pooling data from different
sources will help, he added. “We have compartmentalised ourselves. There is a need to integrate different approaches,”
Mr Mande said. Mr Kathryn Whaler, President, International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG) said fundamental
science will continue to underpin everything being done for sustainable development. In his welcome address, VM
Tiwari, Director, NGRI said there was a need for close collaboration between academicians, researchers and industry.

Source: https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/

14 small foreign satellites to launch on next 3 PSLVs

The PSLV (Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle) of the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has bagged new rides
for 14 small spacecraft of four international customers. They are being accommodated as minor secondary passengers
on the next three PSLV flights, according to Spaceflight, the U.S. Company that arranges such flights for agencies
seeking to put their spacecraft into orbits. The ISRO will have one of its earth observation satellites as the larger
primary payload on each of the three PSLV flights. The customer satellites will be sent to their respective orbits on the
PSLV-C47 (where ISRO’s own Cartosat-3 is the main payload), C48 & C-49 in November and December. “Payloads will
launch on the PSLV’s C47, C48 and C49 missions, scheduled to launch in November and December 2019 from the
Satish Dhawan Space Centre. Customers aboard the missions include Analytical Space, Spire, iQPS and Kleos
Space,” Spaceflight announced on night. All but Spire will be new users of the PSLV. Curt Blake, CEO and president
of Spaceflight, said, “The PSLV continues to be a reliable launch partner for us. By the end of 2019, we will have
executed 11 launches on PSLVs and sent more than 100 satellites to orbit on this vehicle.” In all, the PSLV has
launched around 300 mostly small (1kg-100kg) satellites to low-earth orbits for many foreign customers. Globally
there are not enough launch vehicles suited to take a growing number of small satellites to space. Satellite operators
say a timely and dependable launch vehicle is important to try out a new technology or continue ongoing missions.
Analytical Space Inc.’s spacecraft Meshbed is due to ride on PSLV- C47 next month. It is aimed at proving an antenna
technology that will enable faster access to satellite data, including for strategic communications, intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance. Using the PSLV C48, Japan’s iQPS is testing a revolutionary 100-kg synthetic
aperture radar microsatellite for all-weather, 24/7 earth observation. Luxembourg-based Kleos Space is launching
three Kleos Scouting Mission satellites on C49. Old customer Spire Global is sending four more Lemur nanosatellites
for earth, sea observation, weather and aviation and weather monitoring. In August, Spaceflight disclosed buying the
first full ride on ISRO’s Small Satellite Launch Vehicle or the SSLV, which is still under development.

Source: https://www.thehindu.com/



Tejas moves closer to final clearance, induction
Air Commodore (retd) K A Muthanna successfully took to skies the series production (SP) standard Light Combat
Aircraft Tejas on its maiden flight, taking the aircraft closer to final clearance and induction into the Indian Air Force.
The series production was finalised last September and received the second initial operational clearance (IOC-II) in
December. It now awaits the final operational clearance (FOC). The IAF, which has been extremely critical of the
project, had wanted an IOC-II because the aircraft was found “unworthy” for the forces after the first IOC in January
2012.

Source: https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/

Military, handhold Indian designers

Indian designers have a reputation for ‘frugal engineering’. Sensitive to a low-resource environment, yet oriented towards
creating products and solutions uniquely suited to our needs, Indians are finely tuned to create cost-effective solutions
to local problems. The world took notice of Indians’ frugal innovation efforts after the development of the Tata Nano, the
ultra low-cost car designed and developed by Indian engineers, competent at combining low cost with high value,
reassuring the very strong multinational R&D presence in India. Yet, when it comes to military equipment, why do
Indian efforts fall short? Why don’t Indian designers’ efforts throw up significant successes instead of giving India the
dubious distinction of being the world’s largest importer of military hardware, importing more than 70% of its defence
requirements? Look at Tejas, the Light Combat Aircraft sanctioned in 1986 to the Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO). The prototype took flight in 2003, 17 years later, whereas design and development from basic
stage to prototype flight takes 8-10 years the world over. The program management was assigned to the Aeronautical
Development Agency (ADA) which, along with Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL), National Aerospace Laboratories
(NAL) and the Aeronautical Development Establishment (ADE), was expected to bring out the prototype. The design,
weight consideration, mock-up, systems and evaluations, purchase of the avionic and hydraulic systems, conceptualising
the aircraft and configuring it, incorporating the fly-by-wire control systems, use of carbon-fibre composites for the
major structures were difficult and time-consuming. A technology demonstration flight in 2001 was followed by the
prototype flight test at the National Flight Test Centre (NFTC), ultimately leading to the ‘Final Operational Clearance’
and induction into the Air Force in mid-2018. While all delays get attributed to HAL, the manufacturer, the government
had taken its own time to allocate responsibilities between HAL, ADA, ADE and NAL. The delays in development
caused major design decisions to become obsolete, the Air Force kept insisting on systems it was familiar with and
design changes that required lots of ‘Redo’ work, resulting in cost and time overruns. Similarly, the design and
development of the Main Battle Tank (MBT) Arjun, a multi-laboratory program of DRDO, led by the Combat Vehicles
Research & Development Establishment (CVRDE), requiring the development of the transmission, hydro-pneumatic
suspension, hull and turret, and the Gun Control System. Though the development of the tank began in 1972, it was
only in 1996 that mass-production at the Ordnance Factory’s Avadi facility began. Here too, cost and time overruns
and repeated delays resulted in the Army requiring multiple revisits due to advances in technology and changes in the
threat environment. The more the tank project dragged on, the more the tank needed to be redesigned to incorporate
new technologies, major design decisions became obsolete, with delays causing the Army to order more Russian T–
90 tanks, further undermining CVRDE’s developmental efforts. To the credit of the CVRDE designers, however, the
Arjun held its own in the comparative trials held in 2010. On certain key operational parameters, like ammunition
loading, tactical manoeuvres and firing, the Arjun was comparable to the T-90. On mobility and manoeuvrability
parameters, it was better than the T–90! The firing system was able to achieve a superior accuracy and hit-rate due to
the indigenously designed hydro-pneumatic suspension that allows the Arjun to glide over undulating cross-country
terrain at full speed keeping the gun stable enough to fire accurately. CVRDE unveiled a Mark-2 version of the Arjun
exhibiting qualities of a genuine world-beater, incorporating changes at the army’s persuasion. Faced with an army
long familiar with Russian tanks, logistic problems due to the Arjun’s weight and dimensions were addressed through
the Sarvatra system, an indigenously built bridge-layer, while the Indian Railways deployed a bogey called BFAT
(Bogey Flat Arjun Type) designed to transport the tank to operational areas. Both the indigenous Tejas LCA and the
Arjun MBT have had protracted development phases, overcoming not just technical challenges in development but
criticism from groups believing either in outright purchase or in licensed manufacturing through a technology partner.
The indigenous development and production route, being relatively difficult, time-consuming and requiring vast coordination,
remained the last choice, with even the government clamouring for the private sector and foreign wares to get “quick
results”! Criticism cannot be a reason to stifle the growth of indigenously built platforms. The armed forces must play
a pivotal role in indigenising defence equipment by hand holding the Indian designer. Motivation and encouragement at
crucial junctures makes the designer take delight in delivering equipment as per specifications. Remember, we are the



same people who used home-grown technologies to send Mangalyaan to Mars successfully on the very first attempt,
and at a cost less than the cost of producing a Hollywood movie!

Source: https://www.deccanherald.com/

How the Saras aircraft will be a game-changer | Analysis

The first-ever indigenous light passenger aircraft Saras is all set to soar the skies, and will prove to be a game-changer
in domestic civil aviation. With the fillip to domestic manufacturing by Prime Minister (PM) Narendra Modi, the 19-
seater Saras Mk2 project led by the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)-National Aerospace Laboratories
(NAL) is slated to be one of the biggest achievements under the Make In India mission. In just four more years, Saras
Mk2 will obtain final certification. Their induction into the Indian Air Force (IAF) will begin from 2024. It is encouraging
that the IAF has already committed to the induction of 15 such aircraft for various applications such as troop movement,
VIP transport and supply roles during emergency situations. The in-house design and manufacturing of Saras Mk
2 are now attracting global attention. The reasons are the low acquisition and operating costs, high aircraft performance
abilities and the latest generation technologies compared to any contemporary aircraft such as Dornier Do
228NG (Germany), N219 (Indonesia), Beechcraft 1900D (US), LET 410 NG (Czech Republic) and Harbin Y12F (China).
The Saras project will pave the way for the knowledge generation, design and development of the 70-90 seat aircraft for
regional passenger connectivity. The design studies of the next generation 70-90-seater regional transport aircraft are
on, and the proposal is under examination by the ministry of civil aviation. The Saras MK 2 project will, therefore, be a
unique example of co-development, co-production under the Make in India initiative. It is also attracting a lot of attention
with the government having announced the ambitious UDAN scheme to facilitate and stimulate regional air connectivity
at affordable fares to offer air travel to those who walk with ‘hawai chappals’, and decided to expedite efforts in the
manufacturing of the indigenous light passenger aircraft. The first attempt to design and develop a multi-role transport
aircraft began in 1999 after the green signal from then PM Mr AB Vajpayee, and award of the prestigious project to the
NAL, a constituent of the CSIR. The CSIR-NAL, without prior experience, designed and developed the first prototype
of Saras. Consequently, the first successful maiden flight took off on May 29, 2004, thus enabling India to join the elite
club of five nations to manufacture the light passenger transport aircraft. After taking over as Union minister of science
and technology, I visited NAL in 2015 and saw the manner in which the efforts of our scientific community were being
wasted as the once-famous Saras prototype stood in the hangar waiting to be revived. I convened a meeting and
exhorted our scientists and engineers to restart work on the project and not feel demoralised by what had happened.
The project was soon back on track. A team of 40 young enthusiastic scientists, under the leadership of Dr JJ Jadhav,
director, CSIR-NAL, worked round-the-clock to effect various modifications on their first Saras prototype aircraft (PT1)
and to overcome the deficiencies during the earlier flight testing. The modified Saras took to the skies once again in a
period of 14 months on January 24, 2018. The modified version of Saras has completed 23 flights. The Saras project
will go a long way towards meeting the aspirations of the government that intends to improve rural air connectivity
between tier-two and tier-three cities. There is no doubt that India urgently needs a Light Transport Aircraft like Saras.
An estimated demand for the small civil and military aircraft will be 120 to 160 craft in the next 10 years. There is also
export potential. Seeing the capability, the government in June gave ~496 crore to CSIR-NAL make two production-
standard aircraft (the 19-seater Saras Mk2) following which technology will be transferred for production by HAL. NAL
has already started design activities related to the 19-seater Saras Mk2 for building the two production standard
aircraft and two sets of structural test articles. This is being done with the involvement of private/public sector industries,
MSMEs, other research laboratories of CSIR and academic institutions. The most-advanced model-based design,
system engineering and product life-cycle tools are being used. Four years down the line, the aircraft is expected to be
certified and their induction will begin from 2024. It is encouraging that the IAF has already committed induction of 15
aircraft. This reflects the culture of turning impossible to possible as practised by our PM. Indian scientists are among
the best in the world. My endeavour has been to allow our scientists and engineers to develop innovations that will lead
to import substitution. With the development and success of Saras, the Indian scientific community has once again
proved its capacity to add to India’s growth story.

Source: https://www.hindustantimes.com/

Bengaluru node of IACCS declared functional

A node of the Integrated Air Command and Control System (IACCS) was declared as operational in the city by the
Indian Air Force The Bangalore node of the Integrated Air Command and Control System (IACCS) was declared
functional in a ceremony here. The concept of IACCS aims towards facilitating centralised command and control by
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automated integration of all air defence resources, a Defence release said. The Bangalore node exercises air defence
control over the whole Southern Peninsula and is the only such node in this region. The node is equipped with the
latest batch of equipment from Bharat Electronics Limited. “This landmark technology enables system assisted faster
decision making while operating in an integrated environment both during peace and hostilities”, the release said. The
event was presided over by Air Marshal B Suresh, PVSM, AVSM, VM, ADC, Air Officer Commanding in Chief, Southern
Air Command, in the presence of Group Captain Anuj Pathak, Station Commander Air Force Station Chimney Hills and
senior officers from the Indian Air Force and Bharat Electronics Limited, the release said.

Source: https://www.deccanherald.com

Studying Earth’s extended magnetosphere (geotail)plasma around Moon

Our Sun emits a continuous outflowing stream of electrons and protons into the solar system, called the solar wind.
The solar wind plasma which has charged particles embedded in the extended magnetic field of the Sun, moves at
speeds of a few hundred km per second.   It interacts with solar system bodies including Earth and its moon. Since
the Earth has a global magnetic field, it obstructs the solar wind plasma and this interaction results in the formation of
a magnetic envelope around Earth, called the magnetosphere. The Earth’s magnetosphere is compressed into a
region approximately three to four times the Earth radius (~22000 km above the surface) on the side facing the Sun,
but is stretched into a long tail (geotail) on the opposite side that goes beyond the orbit of Moon. Approximately, once
every 29 days, Moon traverses the geotail for about 6 days centered around full moon. Thus Chandrayaan-2 also
crosses this geotail and its instruments can study properties of geotail at a few hundred thousand kilometers from
Earth. The CLASS instrument on Chandrayaan-2 is designed to detect direct signatures of elements present in the
lunar soil. This is best observed when a solar flare on the Sun provides a rich source of x-rays to illuminate the lunar
surface; secondary x-ray emission resulting from this can be detected by CLASS to directly detect the presence of
key elements like Na, Ca, Al, Si, Ti and Fe. While this kind of “flash photography” requires one to await an opportune
time for Sun to be active,  CLASS in its first few days of observation, could detect charged particles and its intensity
variations during its first passage through the geotail during Sept. The figure shows the change in intensity of particle
events (believed to be mostly electrons), sometimes as much as 10 times the levels outside the geotail, indicating
complex interplay with the magnetic field. More detailed studies in future along with observations from other space
missions, will enable a multi-point study, essential to unravel the “dance of electrons to the music of magnetic fields”
around Moon.

Source: https://www.ISRO.gov.in

ISRO all set to test Gaganyaan’s crew abort system

The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) is developing a new liquid-propellant rocket to test the crew abort
system of India’s human space flight programme, the Gaganyaan mission, director of Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre,
Dr S Somanath, stated. A crew abort system is important in a manned space mission because it allows the capsule
with the crew members to quickly separate from the rocket in case of an emergency. Prior to the actual manned
mission, four crew abort tests have been planned with the new rocket, Dr Somanath said during a media interaction at
the International Astronautical Congress now being held in Washington DC. He added that the three-man crew
compartment has entered the design phase, and various collaborations are being considered. Manufacturing options
for the pressurised crew module were being studied. The first unmanned test flight is provisionally slated between
December 2020 and January 2021. For the actual manned flight the rocket will be the GSLV Mark 3. The training of the
first set of astronauts has already begun, Somanath said.

Source: https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/

Gaganyaan mission: 12 astronauts to visit Russia for training, says ISRO chief

The 12 Indian astronauts who are in the process of being selected for Gaganyaan — India’s manned mission to space
— will be sent to Russia for training in about a month, Dr K Sivan, chairman of the Indian Space Research Organisation
(ISRO), said during a visit to the Space Applications Centre (SAC) in Ahmedabad. “The process of selecting astronauts
is going on. They will be going to Russia for training in about a month… We are planning to select 12 astronauts and



they will go to Russia. The Russians will select four from this and then the selected four astronauts will undergo
rigorous training for 15 months,” Dr Sivan told mediapersons on sidelines of the 4th ISSE National Conference 2019
organised on SAC campus. Dr Jitendra Singh, MoS for Atomic Energy and Space, was also present. The ISRO chief
said the first unmanned mission under Gaganyaan will be launched by December 2020. “The second unmanned
mission we are planning by July 2021 so that we can have the manned mission by December 2021,” the ISRO chief
said. Asked if a woman astronaut is among those selected, Dr Sivan said, “Till now, among those selected, there is no
woman. But we want a woman to be there. Probably we will select one next time.”

Source: https://indianexpress.com/

India’s 1st floating test range ready, Ballistic Missile Defence trials on cards

India is set to test its ballistic missile defence (BMD) Phase II interceptor missiles and other futuristic weapons next
year with its first floating test range (FTR) in place to allow trials at different ranges without a land mass limitation or
threat to the population. Only a select group of nations has FTR capability . Designed by the Defence Research and
Development Organization (DRDO), the new FTR is a 10,000 tonne ship, 200 metres long and 60 metres wide,
equipped with state-of-the art electro-optical missile tracking (EOTS), S-band radar tracking and telemetry devices
apart from a launch pad, a launch control and mission control centre. While the missile establishment is tight-lipped
about the FTR, Hindustan Times has learnt that the ship will be able to launch conventional missiles upto a range of
1,500 kilometres from a distance of 400 to 500 nautical miles in the sea without fear of the weapons threatening any
populated area on India’s east coast. The FTR will not be used for testing the Agni series of ballistic missiles as it is
not designed to handle the thrust of a long-range weapon. “ The FTR has all the capabilities of Interim Test Range (ITR)
with the capability to test missiles in deep sea with minimum safety precautions as the latter allows only a cone of two
to three degrees to launch a missile. It is for testing all missiles including BMD,” said a senior official who didn’t want
to be named. According to authoritative sources, the idea behind FTR is to test missiles from a range of 100 kilometres
to 1,500 kilometres without any land mass or sea lanes limitations. This means that the FTR will be used for the BMD
Phase II system, which is designed to destroy enemy missiles mid-air at different altitudes and different ranges with
a long-range DRDO missile. Phase II of BMD envisaged intercepting and destroying enemy missile with a range of
2,000 kilometre. The FTR will be also used to test tactical missiles like Prahar and other futuristic missiles. With the
FTR allowing live tests, not simulations, to interdict long-range missiles fired from the Dr APJ Abdul Kalam Island off
the Odisha coast, the Indian BMD system will become more efficient with improved single -hot kill probability (SSKP)
ratio, a term used for surface-to-air weapons. “The FTR will speed up missile projects as it provides a ready-made
safety corridor without getting caught into the advances notices to ships and aircraft flying in the area as well as the
fear of hitting populated areas while testing BMD system. With this we can use interceptor missile to interdict enemy
missiles both endo and exo-atmosphere,” said a second senior official.

Source: https://www.hindustantimes.com/

Fly & forget: India aims at smarter UAVs

The recent drone attack on oil facilities in Saudi Arabia has put the spotlight on this new form of warfare and now it
appears that India too is working on unmanned drones going on autonomous missions inside enemy territory. Speakers
at a session on ‘Future of combat- innocuous drones and lethal standoff weapons’ revealed the country’s progress on
using drones for combat during a three- day conference by the Synergia Foundation in the city. The audience learnt
that the country has the capability of sending its Indian Air Force (IAF) fighters accompanied by unmanned wingman
flying in formation to destroy enemy targets. Speaking of the  solar powered high altitude pseudo satellite (HAPS)
UAV, developed by the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL), squadron leader, Sameer Joshi, CEO, New Space
Research, said, “HAPS fly at 20 plus kilometers in the stratosphere. They are a game changer. They could be used in
Humanitarian Assistance Disaster Relief (HADR) operations as well.” The unmanned wingman developed by HAL with 
medium and small scale industries (MSME) playing their part, is connected to a fighter aircraft and is assigned
specific tasks by the pilots through the data link. “We have demonstrated this to the Indian Air Force (IAF) at Pokhran.
An unmanned wingman flies in a formation and is controlled by a fighter aircraft. It has capabilities similar to a fighter
aircraft but is smaller. It flies upto the border and a fighter stays behind by about 50 to 100 kms on whatever mission
he is on,” said group captain H.V. Thakur, experimental test pilot at the HAL, explaining that the drone has the
advantage of flying deep inside enemy territory without the risk of losing a pilot.

Source: https://www.deccanchronicle.com/
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India to deploy latest American weapon systems for Ex-HimVijay along China border

Indian Armed Forces are planning to deploy their latest American weapons systems including M777 ultra-light howitzers
and Chinook heavy-lift helicopters in the war games to be carried out in Arunachal Pradesh, close to borders with
China. Codenamed HimVijay, this exercise planned by India in the northeast will mainly test the war fighting abilities
of the newly-raised 17 Mountain Strike Corps in Arunachal Pradesh. The exercise will also involve the Indian Air Force
(IAF) which would provide the aerial elements for the real war-type drills. “During the exercise HimVijay, the 17 Mountain
Strike Corps has been provided with the M777 Ultra Light Howitzers as they would be in an attack mode against the
‘enemy’ locations and would require the lighter guns,” senior Army sources told ANI. Another recently inducted American
system planned to be utilised during the war games would be the Chinook heavy-lift choppers. These choppers were
formally inducted into the Air Force on March 25 at the Chandigarh airbase “The Chinooks are not yet inducted into the
northeast by the Air Force but at some point of time in the near future, they plan to induct it in that region. So, they have
been requested to utilise the helicopters during the war games,” they said. The war games have been planned by the
Eastern Command for the last six months and are being implemented by the Panagarh-based 17 Strike Corps and the
Tezpur-based 4 Corps. The M777 ultra-light howitzers were inducted into the Indian Army along with the K-9 Vajra and
Dhanush howitzers at Deolali near Nashik. The Indian Army will induct a total of 145 M777 howitzers in service. The
M777 Howitzers are planned to be used mainly for warfare in mountainous terrains only due to their lightweight and
ability to be airdropped by the Chinook heavy-lift helicopters in the high altitude areas in the Ladakh and Arunachal
Pradesh. More than 5,000 troops of the Indian Army’s only Mountain Strike Corps will carry out a massive war game to
practice real war-like situation on the eastern front of the country. “As part of the war games, the troops of the Tezpur-
based 4 Corps will be deployed at a high altitude location to defend their ‘territory’ while a brigade-sized force (over
2,500 troops) of the 17 Mountain Strike Corps would be airlifted by the Indian Air Force to ‘launch an offensive’ against
them,” sources said. The Indian Air Force will airlift the troops using its latest transport aircraft including the C-17, C-
130J Super Hercules and the AN-32 to airlift the army troops from Baghdogra in West Bengal and deploy them close
to the ‘war zone’ in Arunachal Pradesh, they said. To make the 17 Mountain Strike Corps more effective during wartime
in the mountainous region with China, the fighting formations under it are being converted into Integrated Battle Groups
(IBGs) as part of Army Chief Gen Bipin Rawat’s restructuring process. Once the IBGs are formed, the formations will
be converted into leaner and more efficient fighting units with the ability to strike deeper and faster against enemy
targets, the sources said. An IBG, which will be a little smaller than a division, will integrate the existing elements of
infantry, tank regiments, artillery, engineers and signals. It will comprise six battalions of these elements and will be
directly under a Corps.

Source: economictimes.indiatimes.com

L&T bets on big submarine contracs to sustain growth
Engineering and construction major Larsen and Toubro (L&T) is betting on big orders from the defence segment in the
second half of this fiscal to boost its order book and sustain growth momentum. L&T’s MD and CEO Mr S.N.
Subrahmanyan told The Hindu, “In defence shipbuilding, after a long time, the government has come out with 9-10
requests for quotation (RFQs). If we are even lucky in getting one or two, our shipbuilding yard will be occupied. I am
optimistic and it should happen in the next 3-4 months.” In June, the Defence Ministry issued four shipbuilding requests
for proposal (RFP) amounting to Rs 15,000 crore for the acquisition of various ships and craft for the Navy and Coast
Guard. The government is considering a mega Rs 60,000 crore ‘Make in India’ project named P75I for the construction
of six conventional submarines with advanced abilities to stay underwater for extended periods. L&T is keen to participate
in the project and has opposed the idea that submarine projects should be given to public sector shipbuilders on a
nomination basis. Mr. Subrahmanyan said, “Submarine is a strategic issue. The government is talking about Indian
make of P74I; they [government] will have to decide the foreign partner first for the technology and then it will be made
in India with local partners.” ‘Policy inaction’ :: According to L&T, the sector continues to be plagued with policy
inaction on allowing the private sector to participate in defence manufacturing and fabrication. With a Rs 573-crore in
orders during Q2, L&T’s order book in the defence arena stood at Rs 10,603 crore as on September 30, 2019, with the
international order book constituting 16% of the total. “The execution of tracked artillery gun order continues to drive
revenue growth and margins in the segment. The current policy continues to inhibit private sector participation,” said
L&T Group CFO R. Shankar Raman.

Source: https://www.thehindu.com/



BrahMos close to 1st export success? Philippines expresses interest

The Philippine Army has announced that it is keen on buying the BrahMos supersonic cruise missile, which was
jointly developed by India and Russia. The Bulletin reported that Indian and Philippines officials had discussed the
possible sale of the BrahMos missile to the Philippine Army during a visit by the INS Sahyadri, an Indian Navy warship,
to Manila last week. Philippines Army vice-commander Major General Reynaldo Aquino toured the INS Sahyadri. “The
Philippine Army is interested in acquiring this type of missile as it will strengthen our coastal defence operations,”
Lieutenant Colonel Ramon Zagala, an Army spokesperson told the Manila Bulletin. The publication speculated that
the possible purchase of the BrahMos would complement the Philippine Army’s activation of its maiden land-based
missile battery that falls under its artillery regiment. The BrahMos, which was originally designed as an anti-ship
missile, has a ground-launched variant that can be used to hit ships at sea or targets on land. The ground-launched
variant is launched from transporter-erector-launcher. This land-based variant of the BrahMos is operated by the Indian
Air Force and Indian Army. The interest in the BrahMos comes as the Philippines continues to modernise its military
after decades of neglect amid concern over China’s activities in the South China Sea. The Philippine Army on October
3 had activated its first land-based missile battery and an aviation regiment in a ceremony. According to Inquirer, the
Philippine Army is planning to buy helicopters including “light attack helicopters, armed reconnaissance helicopters,
and multi-purpose medium-lift helicopter”. The Philippine Army is also planning to induct multi-barrel rocket launcher
systems donated by South Korea last year. South Korea has been a major supplier of weapon systems to the
Philippines. In October 2016, the Philippines signed a contract with South Korea’s Hyundai Heavy Industries for the
supply of two surface warships, which will be the most powerful units in its Navy. In 2014, the Philippines signed a
$417.95 million contract to buy 12 FA-50 aircraft from South Korea’s Korea Aerospace Industries. The FA-50 is the
fighter version of an advanced jet trainer developed jointly by South Korea and the US. The Philippines is also inducting
a short-range surface-to-surface missile from Israel for use on its small naval patrol craft. With a range of 290km, the
BrahMos is expected to be a game-changer for the Philippine Army, if purchased, and a potential deal could irk China.
While several nations have expressed interest in the BrahMos, India has yet to secure an export deal for the weapon,
which was first tested in 2001. Ironically, the chances of the BrahMos have apparently been spoiled by Russia, which
continues to offer its ‘Yakhont’ missile, on which the BrahMos design is based. Russia has sold the Yakhont to
Indonesia and Vietnam.

Source: https://www.theweek.in

DEFENCE MINISTRY TO SEEK CABINET NOD FOR PROTOTYPE OF INDIGENOUS STEALTH JET

With the IAF now fully backing the indigenous development of a fifth-generation fighter aircraft (FGFA), its all systems
go for the desi stealth jet. The defence establishment plans to seek the Cabinet Committee on Security’s approval for
the detailed design and prototype development of the advanced medium combat aircraft (AMCA) by early next year.
The twin-engine AMCA will basically combine advanced stealth, supercruise (the capability to achieve supersonic
cruise speeds without the use of afterburners), super-manoeuvrability, data fusion and multi-sensor integration with
AESA (Active Electronically Scanned Array) radars. Development of a FGFA is an extremely complex and costly affair,
with the American F/A-22 Raptors and F-35 Lightning-II Joint Strike Fighters being the only fully-operational ones
around the globe at present. “Both the Chinese J-20 and the Russian Sukhoi PAK-FA do not have the requisite super-
cruise and stealth capabilities,” said a senior IAF officer. DRDO, in turn, rejects widespread concern the developmental
saga of the “swing-role” AMCA may go the same way as the long-delayed Tejas light combat aircraft. “The design work
on AMCA began in 2009. By 2014-2015, the fighter’s configuration, in tune with IAF requirements, had been worked
out. But the problem was that there was no engine,” said a scientist. Consequently, the decision has now been taken
to go in for two squadrons of AMCA Mark-I with the “available” General Electric-414 after-burning turbofan engine in the
98 Kilonewton thrust class. “The next five to six squadrons of AMCA Mark-II will have a more powerful 110 Kilonewton
engine, which will be developed indigenously with foreign collaboration parallelly. The supercruise of Mark-I will be
slightly limited due to the older engine but it will be upgraded in Mark-II,” said a source. After the Rs 400 crore design
sanction for AMCA in December 2018, it will now take “another seven to eight months” for the nod for the prototype
development phase at a cost of around Rs 7,000-8,000 crore, which will be required over a decade, said sources. As
per existing plans, the 25-ton AMCA’s “roll-out from the hangar to the runway” will take place by 2024-2025, with the
first test-flight a year after that. “By 2029, the clearance to begin production of AMCA Mark-I should come. Mark-II
production, in turn, should begin by 2035,” said the source. DRDO says the advanced technologies to make AMCA a
stealth fighter range from “serpentine air-intake” and an internal weapon bay (internal carriage of smart weapons) to
radar absorbing materials and conformal antennae. “Most of the designing for stealth shaping of AMCA has already
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been done,” he said. The plan is to produce the single-engine Tejas in greater numbers, with the IAF already committed
to acquiring 123 of them. Another 200 Tejas Mark-II, with more powerful engines and advanced avionics, will be
inducted at a later stage. “The first test-flight of Tejas Mark-II or the MWF (medium weight fighter) should take place by
2023. The specialised AMCA, which will cost double the Tejas Mark-II, will be inducted in smaller numbers ... stealth
aircraft are expensive,” said the source.

Source: https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/

India’s MiG 29 to fly with Eurofighter Typhoon in Oman

The MiG 29 fighter aircraft of Indian Air Force (IAF) will be flying alongside the Eurofighter Typhoon and F-16 in India’s
bilateral air exercise with Oman which kicked off. According to the IAF, this is the first occasion that the MiG-29 will
participate in an international air exercise outside India. The drill, Exercise Eastern Bridge V, is being held at the Air
Force Base Masirah in Oman from October 17-26. The Royal Air Force Oman will fly its UK-made advanced trainer
aircraft Hawk too during the 10-day air exercise. India’s military transport aircraft C-17 Globemaster will also participate
in the air exercise. “IAF’s MiG-29 Upgrade (UPG) will participate in the exercise along with C-17 Globemaster, which
is providing the requisite transport support for induction/de-induction,” tweeted the IAF. As per a statement released by
the IAF, the exercise will enhance inter-operability during mutual operations between the two air forces and will provide
an opportunity to learn from each other’s best practices. The participation of IAF in the exercise will also promote
professional interaction, exchange of experience and operational knowledge. Besides strengthening bilateral relations,
it will also provide a good opportunity to the air-warriors to operate in an international environment.

Source: https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/




